
Chapter 1
Outline
The goal of this short course is much more modest than what the title IntegralModels of Shimura Varieties might have suggested. Instead of treating the mostgeneral Shimura varieties, we consider only a rather restricted class of Shimuravarieties|those of PEL type. They are modular varieties which classify polar-ized abelian varieties with prescribed endomorphisms and level structures. Thesemodular problems make sense over the integers, and their moduli spaces providesnatural integral models for Shimura varieties of PEL type Concentrating on thesemoduli spaces allows us to go far in pursuing a few threads, with a few memorableresults at the end of our short journey.An important feature of Shimura varieties is that they have lots of symme-tries, namely the Hecke correspondences. The Hecke symmetries and their localcounterpart help revealing structural properties of good integral models of Shimuravarieties; they are part of the running theme of this course.We present two methods for studying the local structure of integral models.The theory of local models is useful for studying the singularities of integral models;it will be illustrated in the case of Hilbert modular varieties. Barsotti-Tate (or p-divisible) groups, including formal groups and Cartier theory, is the basic tool ofthe trade. The Cartier theory translates problems about formal groups to linearalgebra problems over a non-commutative ring. Chap. 2 is a set of notes on Cartiertheory, with some exercises.We prove two theorems. One is about the density of ordinary Hecke orbits,and the other is related to the local structure of certain subvarieties of the reduc-tion of Shimura varieties which are invariant under Hecke symmetries.Below is a plan for the individual lectures. The materials covered in eachlecture are grouped under several categories: de�nitions, examples, black boxes,properties and applications. Inside the black boxes are statements of results whichwill be used later. Items found under properties are either explanation of methods,or links between related concepts. The applications is a mixed bag, containing both
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2 Chapter 1. Outline
corollaries of black-boxed results and \star theorems" of the course.
1.1 Lecture 1: Introduction
Definitions
� modular problems of PEL type
� Hecke symmetries

Examples
� Siegel modular varieties
� Hilbert modular varieties
� Picard modular varieties

Black Boxes
� representability of modular problems of PEL type
� Deformation of abelian varieties (Grothendieck-Messing)

Applications
� smoothness of the Siegel modular varieties and Picard modular varieties(good reduction case)
� smoothness of Hilbert modular varieties at points where the Lie type isgeneric
� local symmetries: action of the stabilizer subgroup on local deformationspaces

1.2 Lecture 2: Barsotti-Tate groups
Definitions
� Barsotti-Tate groups
� dual of a BT-group

Examples
� �etale and multiplicative BT-groups
� ordinary BT-groups

Black boxes



1.3. Lecture 3: Formal groups and Cartier theory 3
� Serre-Tate theorem: deformation of abelian schemes and deformation of BT-groups
� local rigidity: case of formal tori

Applications
� Serre-Tate coordinates of the local deformation space of ordinary abelianvarieties
� local structure of X0(p) at ordinary points
� Larsen's trick

1.3 Lecture 3: Formal groups and Cartier theory
Definitions
� formal groups
� the Cartier ring
� the reduced Cartier ring
� p-typical curves
� V -reduced Cartier modules

Properties
� relation between formal groups and Barsotti-Tate groups
� Cartier modules and formal groups: an equivalence of categories

1.4 Lecture 4: Cartier-Dieudonn�e theory continued
Definitions
� strati�cation by Newton polygons
� a-numbers of a BT-group
� leaves

Examples
� simple Cartier modules
� minimal Cartier modules
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� Cartier modules with endomorphisms� ordinary points in a Picard modular surface and the splitting behavior of pBlack boxes� Manin-Dieudonn�e classi�cation� Manin's �niteness theoremProperties� the largest unipotent subgroup of a formal group� the largest p-divisible subgroup of a formal groupApplications� Lubin-Tate moduli space and relation to certain Picard modular varieties� constructibility and smoothness of leaves

1.5 Lecture 5: Hilbert modular varieties
Black boxes� toroidal compacti�cationProperties� the local model methodApplications� strati�cation by Lie types� irreducibility of Hilbert modular varieties� application of local rigidity for Hilbert modular varieties
1.6 Lecture 6: Density of ordinary Hecke orbits
Black boxes� de Jong's theorem: p-adic Tate conjecture for endomorphisms of families ofabelian varieties� Hecke symmetry and the action of the local stabilizer subgroupApplications� density of ordinary Hecke orbit for Hilbert modular varieties� density of ordinary Hecke orbit for Siegel modular varieties
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1.7 Lecture 7: Formal groups de�ned by extensions
Definitions
� the formal group DE(X;Y ) de�ned by extensions of BT-groups
� a triple Cartier module: p-typical curves in the reduced Cartier ring functor

Examples
� the maximal p-divisible subgroup DE(X;Y )pdiv of DE(X;Y ): examples forsmall BT-groups X and Y

Applications
� reduction to homological algebra for the reduced Cartier ring: a formula forthe Cartier module of DE(X;Y )
� �ltrations and structure of the triple Cartier module

1.8 Lecture 8: Formal groups de�ned by extensions,continued
Properties
� the Oda-Oort map
� relation with leaves: canonical coordinates

Applications
� duality in Cartier theory
� the Cartier module of DE(X;Y )pdiv

1.9 Comments on the literature
Abelian varieties, abelian schemesThe standard references are Mumford's books [23], [24].Existence of moduli spacesThere are two approaches. The �rst is geometric invariant theory [24], thesecond is algebraic spaces [1], [2], [3].Barsotti-Tate groupsThe standard reference is [21]; see also the Grothendieck's lectures [13] andthe survey article [15].
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Serre-Tate theoremsThe exposition in [16] has become the standard reference; see also [21].Cartier theoryThe best book is [35], which follows the treatment in x2 of [33]; see also [19],[14].Manin-Dieudonn�e classificationExposition of the classical (contravariant) Dieudonn�e theory and the Manin-Dieudonn�e classi�cation can be found in Manin's thesis [20] and [10]. See also [35].Minimal BT-groups are determined by their truncations at the �rst level, see [30].Deformation of abelian varietiesThe method of construction of deformations over a formal curve �rst ap-peared in Mumford's seminal article [22]. The methods was developed in [25] and[26], and reappeared in a more general form in Zink's theory of displays [36].Siegel modular varieties See [11].Hilbert modular varietiesThe standard references are [31] and [9].Local modelsThe method of local models was used for Siegel modular varieties in [6],and for Hilbert modular varieties in [9], independently. In [32] the method wasexplained in the context of the Rapoport-Zink period spaces.Hecke symmetries in characteristic pThe expository article [5] contains further references.Stratification and Foliation of moduli spaces of abelian varietiesThat the Newton polygon strata are closed was proved in [17]. Grothendieck'sconjecture for the Newton polygon strati�cation was proved in [7]. See [29] for theEkedahl-Oort strati�cation, and [28] for the Oort foliations.



Chapter 2
Cartier-Dieudonn�e Theory

2.1 Introduction
This set of notes o�ers an introduction to the Cartier-Dieudonn�e theory on com-mutative smooth formal groups. The Cartier theory provides a dictionary, trans-lating most questions about commutative smooth formal groups into questions inlinear algebra. The main theorem 2.4.9 says that the category of smooth com-mutative formal groups over a commutative ring k is equivalent to a suitable fullsubcategory of the category of left modules over a certain non-commutative ringCart(k). The equivalence above is a sort of Morita equivalence. When the ring kis a Z(p)-algebra, where p is a prime number, there is a \local version" of the maintheorem, with the ring Cart(k) replaced by a subring Cartp(k) of Cart(k) de�nedby an idempotent in Cart(k).

A key role is played by a smooth commutative formal group �, which is arestricted version of the formal completion of the group scheme of universal Wittvectors; see 2.2.11 for its de�nition. This smooth formal group � is in some sensea free generator of the additive category of smooth commutative formal groups.The ring Cart(k) is the opposite ring of Endk(�); it is in natural bijection withthe set of all formal curves in �.
An excellent presentation of Cartier theory can be found in the booklet [35]by T. Zink, where the approach in $2 of [33] is fully developed. We have followed[35] closely, and we make no claim whatsoever to the originality of the expositionhere. Exercises appear throughout; they form an integral part of the notes. Thereaders are advised to try as many of them as possible. Besides [35], there are twoother standard references for Cartier theory. Lazard's monograph [19] is the �rstcomplete documentation of Cartier's theory. Hazewinkel's treatment [14] employsthe technology of the \functional equation lemma", it is a useful reference, with573+ix pages and a good indexing system.
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8 Chapter 2. Cartier-Dieudonn�e Theory
Although the main results of Cartier theory does not depend on the Wittvectors, in applications the Witt vectors are indispensable. The basic propertiesof both the ring of universal Witt vectors and the ring of p-adic Witt vectors canbe found in Appendix 2.6; the exposition there is self-contained. The Witt vectorscan also be viewed as being a part of the Cartier theory, for they are the Cartiermodule attached to the formal completiondGm of Gm in the two versions of Cartiertheory. The group of universal Witt vectors consists of all formal curves in dGm,and the group of p-adic Witt vectors consists of all p-typical formal curves in dGm.

2.2 Formal groups
In this section k denotes a commutative ring with 1. The notion of formal groupsadopted here di�ers slightly from the standard de�nition, because we considerthem as functors on the category of nilpotent algebras.
De�nition 2.2.1. Let Nilpk be the category of all nilpotent k-algebras, consistingof all commutative k-algebras N without unit such that Nn = 0 for some positiveinteger n.Remark 2.2.2. Clearly Nilpk is isomorphic to the category of all augmented k-algebras k ! R ��! k such that the augmentation ideal I = Ker(�) is nilpotent;the isomorphisms are given by N 7! k �N and (R; �) 7! Ker(�).
De�nition 2.2.3. Let ProNilpk be the category of all �ltered projective limits ofnilpotent k-algebras. Every functor G : Nilpk ! Sets can be uniquely extendedto a functor from ProNilp to Sets which commutes with �ltered projective limits;this extension is also denoted by G. The analogous statement holds for functorsfrom Nilpk to Ab.Remark 2.2.4. As an example, let k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]] be the power series ring over kin n variables. Denote by k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+ the subset of k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]] consistingof all power series whose constant term is 0. Then k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+ is an objectin ProNilpk, and
G(k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+) = lim �i�1 G

�k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+.((X1; : : : ; Xn)k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]])i�
De�nition 2.2.5. Let G : Nilpk ! Ab be a functor from Nilpk to the category ofall abelian groups.(1) The functor G is left exact if it commutes with �nite inverse limits andG(0) = (0). (Actually the latter condition is a special case of the �rst one:take the inverse limit over the empty indexing set.)(2) The functor G is formally smooth if every surjection N1 ! N2 in Nilpkinduces a surjection G(N1)! G(N2).
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(3) The functor G is right exact if it commutes with �nite direct product, andevery exact sequenceN3 ! N2 ! N1 ! 0 inNilpk induces an exact sequenceG(N3)! G(N2)! G(N1)! 0 in Ab.
(4) The functor G is weakly left exact if G commutes with �nite direct product,and if for every exact sequence

0! N1 ! N2 ��! N3 ! 0
in Nilpk such that N23 = (0) and N3 is a free k-module, the induced sequence

0! G(N1)! G(N2)! G(N3)
is exact.

(5) The functor G is half exact if G commutes with �nite direct product, andif for every exact sequence 0 ! N1 ! N ��! N2 ! 0 in Nilpk such thatN1 � N = (0), the group G(N1) operates simply transitively on G(�)�1(�)for every � 2 G(N2) such that G(�)�1(�) 6= ;.
Remark. Left exactness implies weak left exactness and half exactness.
De�nition 2.2.6. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 and letModk be the categoryof k-modules. There is a natural embedding of Modk into Nilpk, endowing each k-moduleM the trivial multiplication structure, i.e.M �M = (0). Let G be a functorfrom Nilpk to Ab which commutes with �nite direct sums. The tangent functortG :Modk !Modk of G is de�ned by restricting G to Modk and endowing G(M)the natural k-module structure for any k-module M . The Lie algebra Lie(G) of Gis de�ned to be G(k), where k is regarded as an object in (Mod)k.
De�nition 2.2.7. A functor G : Nilpk ! Ab from Nilpk to the category of abeliangroups is a commutative smooth formal group if G is left exact, formally smooth,and commutes with arbitrary direct sums.
De�nition 2.2.8. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 and let I be an indexing set.
(i) Let X = (Xi)i2I be a set of variables indexed by the set I. Denote byk[[X]] = k[[Xi]]i2I the inverse limit of all formal power series rings k[[Xj ]]j2Jwhere J runs through all �nite subsets of I. In other words, k[[X]] = k[[XI ]]consists of all formal power seriesX

� a�X� ; a� 2 k ; X� :=Yi2IX�ii
where � runs through all functions � : I ! N vanishing outside some �nitesubset of I. Elements of k[[X]] = k[[XI ]] are in bijection with k-valuedfunctions on the set of all monomials in the variables X.
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(ii) Denote by k[[X]]+ the augmentation ideal of k[[X]], consisting of all powerseries without the constant term. For each n � 1, the quotient

k[[X]]+= �k[[X]]+�n
is a nilpotent k-algebra, and k[[X]]+ is the �ltered inverse limit of thesequotients.

(iii) Denote by bA(I) the functor from Nilpk to Sets such that
bA(I)(N) =Mi2I N ;

the set underlying the direct sum of I copies of N . Clearly elements ofk[[X(I)]] gives rise to formal functions on bA(I), i.e. maps from bA(I) to bA1.
De�nition 2.2.9. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 and let I be a set. A commu-tative formal group law on bA(I) is morphism � : bA(I)� bA(I) ! bA(I) which providesa commutative group law on bA(I). Equivalently, a commutative formal group lawis a homomorphism �� : k[[X(I)]]! k[[X(I); Y (I)]] which is coassociative, cocom-mutative, and admits a coinverse. Often we identify �� with the its restriction tothe free topological generators X.

It is easy to see that every commutative formal group law on bA(I) de�nes acommutative smooth formal group.
Some Examples

Example. The formal group bGa attached to the additive group:
bGa(N) := N;

the additive group underlying the nilpotent k-algebra N .Example. The formal group bGm attached to the multiplicative group:
bGm(N) := 1 +N � (k �N)� 8 N 2 Nilpk :

Here (k �N)� denotes the group of units of the augmented k-algebra k �N , sothe group law is (1 + u) � (1 + v) = 1 + u+ v + uv for u; v 2 N .
2.2.10 The Lubin-Tate formal groupLet O be a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue �eld � is a �nite �eldwith q = pa elements, where p is a prime number. Let � be a uniformizing elementof O. Recall that a Lubin-Tate formal group law over O is a one-dimensional
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smooth formal group G = Spf(O[[X]]) over O with an endomorphism � : G! Gsuch that �(X) := ��(X) � �X +Xq (mod (�;X2)) :It is well-known that every polynomial �(X) 2 O[[X]] satisfying the above prop-erty uniquely determines a formal group law ��(X;Y ) on cA1 = Spf(O[[X]]) suchthat �(X) de�nes an endomorphism of ��(X;Y ). In fact there is a ring homomor-phism � : O ! End(��) such that �(�) = �(X), and �(a) induces \multiplicationby a" on the Lie algebra, 8 a 2 O. Moreover for any two Lubin-Tate formal groups��1 ;��2 over O, there exists a unique O-equivariant isomorphism  : ��1 ��! ��2such that  (X) � X (mod X2).Below is another description of the the Lubin-Tate formal group law via itslogarithm. Let K be the fraction �eld of O. Let

f�(X) =Xn�0 X
qn�n = X + Xq� + Xq2�2 + � � � 2 K[[X]] :

Let ��(X;Y ) = f�1� (f�(X) + f�(Y )). A priori ��(X;Y ) has coe�cients in K,but in fact ��(X;Y ) 2 O[[X;Y ]]. This can be proved directly, or one can use the\functional equation lemma" on p.9 of [14], since f�(X) satis�es the functionalequation f�(X) = X + 1�f�(Xq) :
It follows that ��(X;Y ) is a one-dimensional formal group law, and f�(X) is thelogarithm of ��(X;Y ). Moreover one checks that the polynomial

��(X) := f�1� (� f�(X))
has coe�cients in O and satis�es

��(X) � �X +Xq (mod � x2O[[X]]) :
Hence ��(X;Y ) is a Lubin-Tate formal group law for (O; �).
De�nition 2.2.11. We de�ne a restricted version of the smooth formal group at-tached to the universal Witt vector group, denoted by �:

�(N) = 1 + t k[t]
k N � ((k �N)[t])� 8 N 2 Nilpk :In other words, the elements of �(N) consists of all polynomials of the form1 + u1 t + u2 t2 + � � � + ur tr for some r � 0, where ui 2 N for i = 1; : : : ; r. Thegroup law of �(N) comes from multiplication in the polynomial ring (k � N)[t]in one variable t. The formal group � will play the role of a free generator inthe category of (smooth) formal groups. When we want to emphasize that thepolynomial 1 +Pi�1 ui ti is regarded as an element of �(N), we denote it by�(1 +Pi�1 ui ti).
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Remark 2.2.12. (i) It is easy to see that �(k[[X]]+) consists of all formal powerseries in k[[X; t]] of the form

1 + X
m;n�1 bm;nXmtn ; bm;n 2 k

such that for every m, there exists an integer C(m) such that bm;n = 0 forall n � C(m).
(ii) The formal completion fW^ of the universal Witt vector group fW , de�nedin x2.6, is given byfW^(N) = 1 + tN [[t]] � ((k �N)[[t]])� 8 N 2 Nilpk :In particular fW (k[[X]]+) consists of all power series of the form

1 + X
m;n�1 bm;nXmtn ; bm;n 2 k 8m;n � 1

in k[[X; t]]. However, this functor fW^ does not commute with in�nite directsums in Nilpk, so it is not a commutative smooth formal group according toDef. 2.2.7.Exercise 2.2.1. Prove that for every nilpotent k-algebra N , every element of �(N)can be uniquely expressed as a �nite product(1� a1 t) (1� a2 t2) � � � (1� am tm)with a1; : : : ; am 2 N . Deduce that�(k[[X]]+) =8<: Y
m;n�1 (1� amnXm tn)

������ am;n 2 k; 8m 9Cm > 0 s:t: amn = 0 if n � Cm
9=;

2.3 The Cartier ring
De�nition 2.3.1. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let H : Nilpk ! Ab be afunctor from the category of commutative nilpotent k-algebras to the category ofabelian groups, extended to the category of topologically nilpotent k-algebras by�ltered inverse limit as in 2.2.3. We say thatH is weakly symmetric, or equivalentlythat H satis�es the weak symmetry condition, if for every n � 1, the natural mapH((k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+)Sn)! H(k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+)Sninduced by the inclusion k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]Sn ,! k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]] is an isomorphism.Here Sn is the symmetric group in n letters operating naturally on the power seriesring k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]. Note that k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]Sn is the power series ring generatedby the elementary symmetric polynomials in the variables T1; : : : ; Tn.
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Lemma 2.3.2. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let H : Nilpk ! Ab be afunctor. Suppose that H is left exact, that is H commutes with �nite inverse lim-its. Then H is weakly symmetric. In particular this is the case if H is a smoothcommutative formal group over k.
Proof. The ring (k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+)Sn is the �ber product of two ring homomor-phisms from k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+ to Q�2Sn k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+; one is the diagonal em-bedding, the other sends f(T ) to (f(T�))�2Sn . Applying the half-exactness of Hto this �ber product, one deduces (i). The stronger statement (ii) follows from thesame argument. �

Exercise 2.3.1. Prove the following stronger version of 2.3.2: If H : Nilpk ! Ab isweakly left exact, thenH is weakly symmetric. (Hint: Consider the homomorphism� : k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+ � k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+ ! Q�2Sn k[[T1; : : : ; Tn]]+ used in the proofof 2.3.2. Let �0 be the homomorphism of induced by � between the graded k-modules associated to the source and the target of �. First show that each gradedpiece of Coker(�0) is a free k-module.)
Theorem 2.3.3. Notation as in 2.3.1, and assume that H : Nilpk ! Ab satis�esthe weak symmetry condition. Let � = �k be the functor de�ned in 2.2.11. Thenthe map YH : Hom(�k; H)! H(k[[X]]+)which sends each homomorphism � : � ! H of group-valued functors to theelement �k[[X]]+ (1�Xt) 2 H(k[[X]]+) is a bijection.
Remark. (i) Thm. 2.3.3 can be regarded as a sort of Yoneda isomorphism. Theinverse of YH is given in the proof.
(ii) The formal group � is in some sense a free generator of the additive categoryof commutative smooth formal groups, a phenomenon reected in Thm.2.3.3.

Proof. Suppose that � 2 Hom(�; H). Given any nilpotent k-algebra N and anyelement f(t) = 1 + u1 t+ u2 t2 + � � �+ un tn 2 �(N), we explain why the element�N (f) 2 H(N) is determined by the element h� := �k[[X]]+ (1�Xt) 2 H(k[[X]]+).Let U1; : : : ; Un be variables. Let � = �f;n : k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+ ! N be thecontinuous k-linear homomorphism such that �(Ui) = (�1)iui. Let
� = �n : k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+ ! k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+

be the continuous homomorphism sending each Ui to the i-th elementary polyno-mial in the variables X1; : : : ; Xn. Clearly
�N (f) = H(�)�k[[U1;:::;Un]]+ (1� U1 t+ � � �+ (�1)nUn tn) :
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Moreover we have
�k[[U1;:::;Un]]+ (1� U1 t+ � � �+ (�1)nUn tn) = nX

i=1 �k[[X1;:::;Xn]]+ (1�Xi t)
= nX

i=1 H(�i)(h�)
in H(k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+)Sn = H(k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+) � H(k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+), where�i : k[[X]]+ ! k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+ is the continuous k-algebra homomorphism send-ing X to Xi. The two displayed formulas shows how to compute �N (f) for anyelement f(t) 2 H(N) in terms of �k[[X]](1�Xt). The injectivity of YH follows.Conversely, given an element h 2 H(k[[X]]+), we have to construct a ho-momorphism of functors � 2 Hom(�; H) such that �k[[X]](1 � Xt) = h. Theargument above provides a procedure to get an element �N (f) 2 H(N) for anyelement f(t) 2 �(N) for a nilpotent k-algebra N . Explicitly, for f = 1 + u1 t +u2 t2 + � � �+ un tn 2 �(N),
� let �f;n : k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+ ! N be the continuous k-linear homomorphismsuch that �f;n(Ui) = (�1)iui for each i,
� let jn : k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+ ,! k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+ be the continuous k-linear in-jection such that j(Ui) is equal to the i-th elementary symmetric polynomialin X1; : : : ; Xn,
� let �i : k[[X]]+ ! k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]]+ be the continuous k-linear homomor-phism such that �i(X) = Xi, i = 1; : : : ; n, and
� let ~hn = ~hf;n 2 H(k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+) be the element of H(k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+)such that H(jn)(~hn) =Pni=1 H(�i)(h).De�ne �N (f) by �N (f) = H (�f;n)�~hf;n�

It is not hard to check that the element �N (f) 2 H(N) is independent of thechoice of the integer n, so that �N (f) is well-de�ned. This is left as an exercise,as well as the fact that the collection of maps �N de�nes a functor from Nilpk toAb. Lastly, we verify that �(f1 + f2) = �(f1) + �(f2) for any f1(t); f2(t) 2H(k[[X]]+). It su�ces to check this in the universal case. In other words, it su�cesto verify the equality �(f1+f2) = �(f1)+�(f2) inH(k[[U1; : : : ; Un; V1; : : : ; Vm]]+),where f1(t) = 1�U1 t+ � � �+(�1)nUn tn and f2(t) = 1�V1 t+ � � �+(�1)mVn tm.As above we may assume that U1; : : : ; Un are the elementary symmetric polyno-mials in the variables X1; : : : ; Xn and V1; : : : ; Vm are the elementary symmetric
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polynomials in the variables Y1; : : : ; Ym. Let �i (resp. �0j) be the continuous homo-morphism from k[[X]] to k[[X1; : : : ; Xn; Y1; : : : ; Ym]] such that �i(X) = Xi (resp.�0j(X) = Yj .) Then we have

�(f1) = nX
i=1 H(�i)(h) 2 H((k[[X]]+)Sn) = H((k[[X]]+)Sn)

= H(k[[U ]]+) � H(k[[U; V ]]+)
�(f2) = mX

j=1H(�0j)(h)2 H((k[[Y ]]+)Sm) = H((k[[Y ]]+)Sm)
= H(k[[V ]]+) � H(k[[U; V ]]+)

and �(f1 + f2) = Pni=1 H(�i)(h) +Pmj=1 H(�0j)(h)2 H(k[[X1; : : : ; Xn; Y1; : : : ; Ym]]+)Sn+m= H((k[[X1; : : : ; Xn; Y1; : : : ; Ym]]+)Sn+m)� H((k[[X;Y ]]+)Sn�Sm) = H(k[[U; V ]]+) :We conclude that �(f1 + f2) = �(f1) + �(f2). �

Corollary 2.3.4. Let h = h(X; t) be an element of �(k[[X]]+), and let � = �h bethe endomorphism of �k such that �k[[X]](1 � Xt) = h(X; t). For each n 2 N,de�ne power series nAh;1(U1; : : : ; Un); : : : ; nAh;n(U1; : : : ; Un) 2 k[[U1; : : : ; Un]]+ bynY
i=1 h(Xi; t) = 1 + nAh;1(�1(X); : : : ; �n(X)) t+ : : :+ nAh;n(�1(X); : : : ; �n(X)) tn ;
where �i(X) denotes the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial in X1; : : : ; Xn.(i) Let N be a nilpotent k-algebra, and let f(t) = 1+ a1 t+ a2 t2+ � � �+ an tn bean element of �k(N). Then �N (f) = �h;N (f) is given by

�N (f) = 1 + nAh;1(�u1; u2; : : : ; (�1)nun) t+ � � �+nAh;n(�u1; u2; : : : ; (�1)nun) tn :
(ii) We have n+1Ah;n+1(U1; : : : ; Un; 0) = 0, andn+1Ah;i(U1; : : : ; Un; 0) = nAh;i(U1; : : : ; Un)for each i = 1; 2; � � � ; n.(iii) Suppose that h(X; t) � 1 mod (Xm), and let s = dmn e. ThennAh;i(U1; : : : ; Un) � 0 mod (U1; : : : ; Un)sfor i = 1; : : : ; n.
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(iv) In the situation of (i) above, suppose that Nr = (0), then �h;N (f) = 0 ifh(X; t) � 1 mod (X(r�1)n+1).
Proof. The statements (i), (ii) are special cases of Thm. 2.3.3. The statements(iii), (iv) are easy and left as exercises. �

De�nition 2.3.5. De�ne Cart(k) to be (End(�k))op, the opposite ring of the en-domorphism ring of the smooth formal group �k. According to Thm. 2.3.3, forevery weakly symmetric functor H : Nilpk ! Ab, the abelian group H(k[[X]]+) =Hom(�k; H) is a left module over Cart(k).
De�nition 2.3.6. We de�ne some special elements of the Cartier ring Cart(k), nat-urally identi�ed with �(k[[X]]) via the bijection Y = Y� : End(�) ��! �(k[[X]]+)in Thm. 2.3.3.(i) Vn := Y �1(1�Xn t) ; n � 1,(ii) Fn := Y �1(1�X tn) ; n � 1,(iii) [c] := Y �1(1� cX t) ; c 2 k.
Lemma 2.3.7. For every positive integer n, denote by �n : k[[X]] ! k[[X]] thek-algebra homomorphism which sends X to Xn. For every c 2 k, denote by  c :k[[X]] ! k[[X]] the k-algebra homomorphism which sends X to cX. Then forevery weakly symmetric functor H : Nilp! Ab, we have

Vn  = H(�n)() ; [c]  = H( c)for every  2 H(k[[X]]+) and every c 2 k. Applying the above to �, we get
Vn [c]Fm = Y �1(1� cXn tm)

in Cart(k).Proof. Exercise. �Remark 2.3.8. Let fW be the ring scheme of universal Witt vectors de�ned inx2.6. For each positive integer n we have endomorphisms Vn; Fn of fW . Considerthe element !(1�X T ) 2 fW (Z[[X]]). Then Vn(!(1�X T )) = !(1�X Tn), andFn(!(1 � X T )) = !(1 � Xn T ). This contrasts with the notation used in theCartier ring: Vn = Y �1(1�Xn t), Fn = Y �1(1�X Tn), see also Exer. 2.3.4. Thiskind of "ipping" is inevitable, since Cart(Z) operates on the right of fW , andwe want the same commutation relation of Vn; Fn with the endomorphisms [c] in2.3.11 to hold in all situations.Remark. Often H(�n)() is abbreviated as (Xn), and H( c)() is shortened to(cX). This is compatible with the standard notation when H is representable as aformal scheme Spf R, where R is an augmented k-algebra complete with respect tothe augmentation ideal. The elements of H(k[[X]]) are identi�ed with continuoushomomorphisms R! k[[X]], thought of as \formal curves" in Spf R.
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Corollary 2.3.9. For every commutative ring with 1 we have
Cart(k) =

8<: X
m;n�1Vm [cmn]Fn ���� cmn 2 k; 8m 9Cm > 0 s:t: cmn = 0 if n � Cm

9=;
Proof. This is a direct translation of Exer. 2.2.1.
Exercise 2.3.2. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 and let n be an integer. Provethat n is invertible in Cart(k) if and only if n is invertible in k.
Lemma 2.3.10. Suppose that H : Nilpk ! Ab is weakly symmetric. Let n �1 be a positive integer. Denote by k[�n] the k-algebra k[T ]=(Tn � 1), and let� = �n be the image of T in k[T ]=(Tn � 1). Denote by k[�][[X 1n ]]+ the k[�]-algebra k[�][[X;U ]]+=(Un � X)k[�][[X;U ]], and let X 1n be the image of U ink[�][[X;U ]]+=(Un �X)k[�][[X;U ]]. For each i = 0; : : : ; n� 1, let �n;i : k[[X]]+ !k[�][[X 1n ]]+ be the homomorphism of k-algebras which maps X to �iX 1n . Then

Fn �  = nX
i=0 H(�n;i)()

for every  2 H(k[[X]]+); the equality holds in H(k[�][[X 1n ]]+). Formally one canwrite the above formula as Fn �  =Pn�1i=0 (�iX 1n ).
Proof. Use Cor. 2.3.4 and the equality Qni=1 (1� �inX 1n tn). �

Proposition 2.3.11. The following identities hold in Cart(k).
(1) V1 = F1 = 1, Fn Vn = n.
(2) [a] [b] = [ab] for all a; b 2 k
(3) [c]Vn = Vn [cn], Fn [c] = [cn]Fn for all c 2 k, all n � 1.
(4) Vm Vn = Vn Vm = Vmn, Fm Fn = Fn Fm = Fmn for all m;n � 1.
(5) Fn Vm = Vm Fn if (m;n) = 1.
(6) (Vn[a]Fn) � (Vm[b]Fm) = r Vmnr

�amr bnr �Fmnr , r = (m;n), for all a; b 2 k,m;n � 1.
Proof. We have seen that Cart(k) operates on the left of the set H(k[[X]]+) of allformal curves in H for every weakly symmetric functor H : Nilpk ! Ab. For eachof the above identities for elements in Cart(k), it su�ces to check that the e�ectof both sides of the equality on the element 1�Xt 2 �(k[[X]]+), by Thm. (2.3.3.The checking for (1){(5) is straightforward using 2.3.7 and 2.3.10; it is left to thereader. The statement (6) follows from (1){(5). �
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Exercise 2.3.3. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 and let fW^ be the formalcompletion of the universal Witt vectors, so that fW^(N) = 1 + N [[T ]] � (k �N)[[T ]]�.
(i) Prove that the map which sends every element � 2 Endk(fW^) to �k[[X]](1�XT ) establishes a bijection between Endk(fW^) with the set of all powerseries in k[[X;T ]] of the form 1 +Pm;n�1 bmnXm Tn, bmn 2 k.
(ii) Show that Endk(fW^)op can be identi�ed with the set of all expressionsX

m;n�1 Vm [amn]Fn ; amn 2 k ;
such that the endomorphism represented by such a sum sends the element1�XT 2 fW^(k[[X]]+) to Qm;n�1 (1� amnXm Tn). All identities in Prop.2.3.11 hold in the ring Endk(fW^)op.

Exercise 2.3.4. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. The Cartier ring Cart(k)operates naturally on the right of the formal group functor �k. LetN be a nilpotentk-algebra. For every element a 2 N , every element c 2 k and integers m; n � 1,prove that
(i) (1� a tm) � Vn = (1� anr tmr )r, where r = (m;n).
(ii) (1� a tm) � Fn = (1� a tmn).
(iii) (1� a tm) � [c] = (1� acm tm).
(iv) Use (i){(iii) to prove 2.3.11.
Proposition 2.3.12. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. )
(i) The subset S of Cart(k) consisting of all elements of the formX

n�1 Vn[an]Fn ; an 2 k 8n � 1
form a subring of Cart(k).

(ii) The injective map
fW (k) ,! Cart(k); !(a) 7!X

n�1 Vn [an]Fn
is a homomorphism of rings.
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Proof. Let S0 the subset of the power series ring k[[X; t]] consisting of all elementsof the form 1 +Pm�1 amXmtm such that am 2 k for all m � 1. Clearly S0is a subgroup of the unit group k[[X; t]]� of k[[X; t]]. By de�nition Cart(k) =�(k[[X]]+) is a subgroup of k[[X; t]]�, and S = S0 \Cart(k). If follows that S is asubgroup of the additive group underlying Cart(k). The formula 2.3.11 (6) impliesthat the subset S � Cart(k) is stable under multiplication, hence it is a subring.The de�nition of multiplication for the universal Witt vectors in 2.6.2 tells us thatthe bijection in (ii) is an isomorphism of rings. �

Corollary 1. Let An(U; V ) 2 k[U; V ] be polynomials de�ned by
(1� U T ) � (1� V T ) = (1� (U + V )T ) �Yn�1 (1�An(U; V )Tn)

Then for all c1; c2 2 k we have
[c1] + [c2] = [c1 + c2] +X

�1 Vn[An(c1; c2)]Fn :
De�nition 2.3.13. The ring Cart(k) has a natural �ltration Fil�Cart(k) by rightideals FiljCart(k), where8<:Xm�j

X
n�1 Vm[amn]Fn j amn 2 k; 8m � j; 9Cm > 0 s:t: amn = 0 if n � Cm

9=;
for every integer j � 1. The Cartier ring Cart(k) is complete with respect to thetopology given by the above �ltration. Moreover each right ideal FiljCart(k) isopen and closed in Cart(k).Exercise 2.3.5. Prove the following statements.
(i) [c] � FiljCart(k) � FiljCart(k) for all c 2 k, all j � 1.
(ii) Vm � FiljCart(k) � FilmjCart(k) for all m; j � 1.
(iii) Fn � FiljCart(k) � Fild jn eCart(k) for all n; j � 1.
(iv) The right ideal of Cart(k), generated by all elements Vn with n � j, is densein FiljCart(k).
(v) The quotient Cart(k)=Fil2Cart(k) is canonically isomorphic to k.
(vi) Left multiplication by Vj induces a bijection

Vj : Cart(k)=Fil2Cart(k) ��! FiljCart(k)=Filj+1Cart(k) :
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Exercise 2.3.6. (i) Show that Cart(k) is a topological ring, i.e. the multiplica-tion is a continuous map for the topology given by the decreasing �ltrationFil�Cart(k) on Cart(k). (Hint: The point is to show that for any x 2 Cart(k),the map y 7! x � y is continuous.)(ii) Show that for any n � 1, there exists x 2 Cart(k) and y 2 FilnCart(k) suchthat x � y =2 Fil2Cart(k).Exercise 2.3.7. Let k be a commutative ring with 1.(i) Show that the right Cart(k)-module T := Cart(k)=Fil2Cart(k) is a free kmodule with basis xi, i � 1, where xi :=the image of Fi in T .(ii) Show that the right Cart(k)-module T is naturally isomorphic to the Liealgebra Lie(�) of the smooth formal group � over k.(iii) The free right Cart(k)-module T in (i) above gives a ring homomorphism

� : Cart(k)! M01(k) ;
where M01(k) denotes the set of all N�1 �N�1-matrices (cij)i;j�1 such thateach row has at most a �nite number of nonzero entries. The ring M01(k)operates on the right of the k-module k�N�1 , consisting of all row vectorsindexed by N�1 with at most a �nite number of non-zero entries, and thenatural surjection Cart(k)� T is equivariant with respect to �. Prove thatfor each element Pm;n�1 Vm[amn]Fn 2 Cart(k), �(Pm;n�1 Vm[amn]Fn) isthe matrix (cij)i;j�1 with

cij = X
r j (i;j)

ir �a ir ; jr �r 8 i; j � 1:
(iv) Prove that � is an injection if and only if the natural map k ! k
Z Q is aninjection, or equivalently k is p-torsion free for every prime number p.(v) Prove that � is an isomorphism if and only if k is a Q-algebra, or equivalentlyevery nonzero integer is invertible in k.(vi) Use (iii) and the properties of the ghost coordinates of the universal Wittvectors to give another proof of 2.3.12 (ii). See 2.6.4 for the de�nition ofghost coordinates.Exercise 2.3.8. Let � : Cart(k)! M01(k) be the homomorphism in 2.3.7 (iii).
(i) Show that an element u 2 Cart(k) is in the subring fW (k) if and only if �(u)is a diagonal matrix in M01(k).(ii) Let u be an element of Cart(k). Prove that u induces an isomorphism of �if and only if u induces an isomorphism on Lie(�).
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(iii) Show that ��1(M01(k)�) = Cart(k)�.
(iv) Let w =Pn�1 Vn[an]Fn be an element of fW (k) � Cart(k). Prove that w isa unit in Cart(k) if and only if every sum of the formX

ij=m; i;j2N i aji
is a unit in k, for every integer m � 1.

(v) Show that fW (k) \ Cart(k)� = fW (k)�.
2.4 The main theorem of Cartier theory
De�nition 2.4.1. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. A V-reduced left Cart(k)-module is a left Cart(k)-moduleM together with a separated decreasing �ltrationof M M = Fil1M � Fil2M � � � �FilnM � Filn+1 � � � �such that each FilnM is an abelian subgroup of M and
(i) (M;Fil�M) is complete with respect to the topology given by the �ltrationFil�M . In other words, the natural map FilnM ! lim �m�n (FilnM=FilmM) is a

bijection for all n � 1.
(ii) Vm � FilnM � FilmnM for all m;n � 1.
(iii) The map Vn induces a bijection Vn :M=Fil2M ��! FilnM=Filn+1M for everyn � 1.
(iv) [c] � FilnM � FilnM for all c 2 k and all n � 1.
(v) For every m;n � 1, there exists an r � 1 such that Fm � FilrM � FilnM .

De�nition 2.4.2. A V-reduced left Cart(k)-module (M;Fil�M) is V-at ifM=Fil2Mis a at k-module. The k-module M=Fil2M is de�ned to be the tangent space of(M;Fil�M).
As an example, the free Cart(k)-module Cart(k) has a �ltration with

FilnCart(k) = X
m�n VmCart(k) ;

making it a V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Its tangent space is naturallyisomorphic to k[t]. See 2.3.5.
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Exercise 2.4.1. Let (M;Fil�M) be a V -reduced left Cart(k)-module and let n bea positive integer.
(i) For each n � 1, the subgroup of M generated by all Vm �M , m � n is densein FilnM . This follows from 2.4.1 (i){(iii).
(ii) If M is a �nitely generated left Cart(k)-module, then FilnM = FilnCart(k) �M .
(iii) Prove that M is �nitely generated as a left Cart(k)-module if and only ifM=Fil2M is a �nitely generated k-module.
(iv) Use 2.3.5 to show that properties (iv), (v) in Def. 2.4.1 follow from 2.4.1(i){(iii).
(vi) Prove the following strengthened form of 2.4.1 (v):

Fm � FilnM � Fild nm eM 8m;n � 1 :
De�nition 2.4.3. Let H : Nilpk ! Ab be a formal group functor as in 2.3.1. Theabelian group M(H) := H(k[[X]]+) has a natural structure as a left Cart(k)-module according to Thm. 2.3.3 The Cart(k)-module M(H) has a natural �ltra-tion, with

FilnM(H) := Ker(H(k[[X]]+)! H(k[[X]]+=Xnk[[X]])) :
We call the pair (M(H);Fil�M(H)) the Cartier module attached to H.
Lemma 2.4.4. Let H : Nilpk ! Ab be a functor which is weakly left exact and rightexact in the sense of 2.2.5. Then (M(H);Fil�M(H)) is a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. In particular, this is the case if H is a commutative smooth formal group.
Proof. Since the functor H is right exact, we have

M(H)=Filn+1M(H) ��! H(k[[X]]+=Xn+1k[[X]]) ;
and FilnM(H) is equal to the image of H(Xnk[[X]]) in H(k[[X]]+) under the mapinduced by the inclusion Xnk[[X]] ,! k[[X]]+. By de�nition,

M(H) = H(k[[X]]+) = lim �n H(k[[X]]+=Xnk[[x]]) = lim �n FilnM(H) :
Condition (i) follows.The conditions (ii), (iv) of De�nition 2.4.1 are easy to check; it is also easyto verify condition (v) of 2.4.1 holds with r = mn. These are left to the readeras exercises. Here we check that Vn induces an isomorphism from gr1M(H) togrnM(H) for every n � 1.
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Since H is weakly left exact as well, we have a functorial isomorphism

FilnM(H)=Filn+1M(H) ��! H(Xnk[[X]]=Xn+1k[[X]])
for each n � 1. The isomorphism

k[[X]]+=X2k[[X]] ��! Xnk[[X]]=Xn+1k[[X]]
in Nilpk which sends X to Xn induces an isomorphism gr1M(H) ��! grnM(H).This isomorphism is equal to the map induced by Vn, so (M(H);Fil�M(H)) isV-reduced. �

Lemma 2.4.5. Let H : Nilpk ! Ab be a group-valued functor. If H is exact, i.e.it is left exact and right exact, then (M(H);Fil�M(H)) is a V-reduced V-at leftCart(k)-module. In particular, this is the case if H is a commutative smooth formalgroup.
Proof. The tangent functor tH : Modk ! Modk of H, being the restriction tothe category Modk of an exact functor, is exact. The map N 7! Lie(G) 
k Nis a right exact functor from Modk to Modk. These two functors are both rightexact, commute with �nite direct sums, and take the same value on the free k-module k, hence these two functors coincide on the category fpModk of all �nitelypresented k-modules. So the functor N 7! Lie(G)
k N from fpModk to Modk isexact, because the tangent functor is. It is well-known that the last property ofLie(G) �= MH=Fil2M(H) implies that MH=Fil2M(H) if a at k-module. �

Exercise 2.4.2. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let fW (k) be the group ofuniversal Witt vectors with entries in k, endowed with the �ltration de�ned in2.6.3 and the action of Cart(k) de�ned in 2.6.5. Prove that (fW (k);Filj�fW (k)) is aV -at V -reduced left Cart(k)-module. (In fact it is the Cartier module attachedto bGm.)Exercise 2.4.3. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let M = k[[X]]+, �ltered byFilnM = Xnk[[X]], n � 1. De�ne operators Fn; Vn; [c] on M , n 2 N�1, c 2 k asfollows:
� Vn(Pm�1 amXm) =Pm�1 amXmn,
� Fn(Pm�1 amXm) =Pm�1 namnXm,
� [c](Pm�1 amXm) =Pm�1 am cmXm.

Prove that M is a V -reduced V -at left Cart(k)-module. (In fact it is the Cartiermodule attached to bGa.)
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Lemma 2.4.6. Let k ! R be a homomorphism between commutative rings with 1.Let (M;Fil�M) be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Let Fil��Cart(R)
Cart(k)M�be the tensor product �ltration on Cart(R)
Cart(k)M , de�ned by

Filn�Cart(R)
Cart(k)M�=Pi;j�1; i+j�nImage �FiliCart(R)
FiljM ! Cart(R)
Cart(k)M�
for every n � 1. Let MR be the completion of the Cart(R)
Cart(k)M with respectto the topology de�ned by the �ltration Fil��Cart(R)
Cart(k)M�, and let Fil�MRbe the induced �ltration on MR.(i) The pair (MR;Fil�MR) is a V-reduced left Cart(R)-module.
(ii) If (M;Fil�M) is V-at, then (MR;Fil�MR) is V-at.(iii) MR=Fil2MR �= R
k (M=Fil2M).

Proof. Exercise. �Exercise 2.4.4. Let (M;Fil�M) be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Let R =k[�]=(�2). The map R � k induces a surjective ring homomorphism Cart(R) �Cart(k), so we can regardM as a left module over Cart(R). Show that (M;Fil�M)is a V-reduced left Cart(R)-module which is not V-at.
De�nition 2.4.7. Let M be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module and let Q be a rightCart(k)-module.
(i) For every integer m � 1, let Qm := AnnQ(FilmCart(k)) be the subgroup ofQ consisting of all elements x 2 Q such that x � FilmCart(k) = (0). Clearlywe have Q1 � Q2 � Q3 � � � �.(ii) For each m; r � 1, de�ne Qm � Mr to be the image of Qm 
 FilrM inQ 
Cart(k) M . If r � m and s � m, then Qm �Mr = Qm �Ms; see 2.4.5.Hence Qm �Mm � Qn �Mn if m � n.

(iii) De�ne the reduced tensor product Q
Cart(k)M by
Q
Cart(k)M = Q
Cart(k) M,�[

m (Qm �Mm)� :
(iv) We say that Q is a torsion right Cart(k)-module if

Q =[m AnnQ(FilmCart(k)) :
Exercise 2.4.5. Notation as in 2.4.7.
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(i) For every x 2 Qm and every y 2 FilnM with n � m, let y1 2 M andy2 2 Filn+1M be such that y = V ny1+y2. Then x
y = x
y2 inQ
Cart(k)M .(ii) Show that Qm �Mr = Qm �Ms if r; s � m.Exercise 2.4.6. Let (M;Fil�M) be a V -reduced left Cart(k)-module.(i) Let N be a nilpotent k-algebra such that N2 = (0). Prove that

�(N)
Cart(k)M �= N 
k (M=Fil2M) :
(ii) Prove that �(k[[X]]+=Xnk[[X]])
Cart(k)M �=M=FilnM .

Lemma 2.4.8. Let 0 ! Q0 ! Q ! Q00 ! 0 be a short exact sequence of torsionright Cart(k)-modules. Let M be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module.(i) The map Q�M ! Q00 �M is surjective.(ii) The sequence Q0
Cart(k)M ! Q
Cart(k)M ! Q00 ! 
Cart(k)M ! 0 isexact.Proof. The statement (ii) follows from (i) and the general fact that
Q0
Cart(k) ! Q
Cart(k) ! Q00
Cart(k) ! 0

is exact. It remains to prove (i).Suppose that x00 is an element of AnnQ00(FilmCart(k)), and y is an element ofFilmM . We must show that x00
y belongs to the image of Q�M in Q00
Cart(k)M .Pick x 2 Q which maps to x00 2 Q00. Because Q is torsion, there exists an integern � m such that x�FilnCart(k) = 0. Write y as y = y1+y2, with y1 2 FilmCart(k)�M and y2 2 FilnM . Then x00
y = x00
y2 in Q00
Cart(k)M . So the element x
y2in Q�M maps to x00 
 y2. �

Theorem 2.4.9. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Then there is a canoni-cal equivalence of categories, between the category of smooth commutative formalgroups over k as de�ned in 2.2.7 and the category of V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-modules, de�ned as follows.
fsmooth formal groups over kg � // fV-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-modgG � // M(G) = Hom(�; G)�
Cart(k)M M�oo

Recall that M(G) = Hom(�; G) is canonically isomorphic to G(X k[[X]]), thegroup of all formal curves in the smooth formal group G. The reduced tensorproduct �
Cart(k)M is the functor whose value at any nilpotent k-algebra N is�(N)
Cart(k)M .
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Proof of Thm. 2.4.9.The key steps of the proof of are Prop. 2.4.11 and Thm. 2.4.13 below.
Lemma 2.4.10. Let � : (L;Fil�L) ! (M;Fil�M) be a homomorphism betweenV -reduced left Cart(k)-modules, i.e. �(FiliL) � FiliM for all i � 1. Then thefollowing are equivalent.(i) �(FiliL) = FiliM for all i � 1.(ii) �(L) =M .(iii) � : L=Fil2L!M=Fil2M is surjective. �Exercise 2.4.7. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let I be any set. Denote byCart(k)(I) the free Cart(k)-module with basis I. De�ne a �ltration on Cart(k)(I)by FiliCart(k)(I) = �FiliCart(k)�(I) :(i) Show that (Cart(k)(I);Fil�Cart(k)(I)) is a V -reduced left Cart(k)-module ifand only if I is �nite.
(ii) Let � \Cart(k)(I);Fil� \Cart(k)(I)� be the completion of the �ltered module

(Cart(k)(I);Fil�Cart(k)(I))
with the induced �ltration. Prove that \Cart(k)(I) is a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. We call \Cart(k)(I) the free V -reduced Cart(k)-module with basis I.Formulate a universal property which justi�es this terminology.(iii) Let Q be a torsion right Cart(k)-module, i.e. Q = Sn AnnQ(FilnCart(k)).Prove that Q
Cart(k) \Cart(k)(I) is naturally isomorphic to Q(I).

Proposition 2.4.11. Let � : (L;Fil�L) ! (M;Fil�M) be a surjective homomor-phism between V -reduced left Cart(k)-modules as in Lemma 2.4.10. Let K be thekernel of �, with the induced �ltration FiliK = K \ FiliL for all i � 1. Then(K;Fil�K) is a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module.Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
0 // K=Fil2K //

Vn
��

L=Fil2L � //

Vn�=
��

M=Fil2M //

Vn�=
��

0
0 // FilnK=Filn+1K // FilnL=Filn+1L � // FilnM=Filn+1M // 0

The top row is exact, because Fil2 ! Fil2M is surjective. The bottom row isalso exact, by a similar argument. From the �ve-lemma we see that Vn induces abijection Vn : K=Fil2K ��! FiliK=Filn+1K for all n � 1. The rest of the conditionsfor (K;Fil�K) to be V-reduced is easy. �
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De�nition 2.4.12. According to Prop. 2.4.11, for every V-reduced left Cart(k)-module (M;Fil�M), there exists a free resolution

� � � ! Li @i�! Li�1 @i�1���! � � � @2�! L1 @1�! L0 @0�!M ! 0
of M , where each Li is a free V-reduced left Cart(k)-modules in the sense of 2.4.7(ii), each @i is compatible with the �ltrations, and Ker(@i) = Image(@i+1) for alli � 0, and @0 is surjective. De�ne reduced torsion functors TorCart(k)i (?;M) by
TorCart(k)i (Q;M) = Hi �Q
Cart(k)(� � � ! Li @i�! Li�1 @i�1���! � � � @2�! L1 @1�! L0)�

for any torsion right Cart(k)-module Q.
Exercise 2.4.8. (i) Prove that the functor TorCart(k)i is well-de�ned.
(ii) Show that every short exact sequence of torsion right Cart(k)-modules givesrise to a long exact sequence for the functor TorCart(k).
(iii) Formulate and prove a similar statement for the second entry of the reducedtorsion functor.
Theorem 2.4.13. let k be a commutative ring with 1. Let (M;Fil�M) be a V-reducedleft Cart(k)-module. Let N be a nilpotent k-algebra.
(i) Suppose that (M;Fil�M) is V-at, i.e. M=Fil2M is a at k-module. Then

TorCart(k)i (�(N);M) = (0)
for all i � 1.

(ii) Suppose that N has a �nite decreasing �ltration
N = Fil1N � Fil2N � � � � � FilsN = (0)

by ideals of N such that (FiljN)2 � Fili+1N and FiljN=Filj+1N is a atk-module for j = 1; : : : ; s� 1. Then TorCart(k)i (�(N);M) = 0 for all i � 1.
Proof of (i). Choose an s 2 N such that Ns = 0. Then we have a decreasing�ltration �(N) � �(N2) � � � � � �(Ns�1) � �(Ns) = (0)of �(N). For each j = 1; 2; : : : ; s � 1 we have �(N j)=�(N j+1) �= �(N j=N j+1) asright Cart(k)-modules, hence it su�ces to show that

TorCart(k)i (�(N j=N j+1);M) = 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; s� 1 :
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Let L�M be a surjection from a free reduced left Cart(k)-module L to M , andlet K be the kernel. Then K is also a V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Recallfrom Exer. 2.4.6 (i) that

�(N j=N j+1)
Cart(k)M �= (N j=N j+1)
k (M=Fil2M)
for each j = 1. The long exact sequence attached to the short exact sequence0! K ! L!M ! 0 yields isomorphisms

TorCart(k)i+1 (�(N j=N j+1);M) ��! TorCart(k)i (�(N j=N j+1);K) ; i � 1
and an exact sequence

(N j=N j+1)
k (K=Fil2K) ��! (N j=N j+1)
k (L=Fil2L)! (N j=N j+1)
k (M=Fil2M)! 0
such that the kernel of � is isomorphic to TorCart(k)1 (�(N j=N j+1);M). SinceM=Fil2M is a at k-module, we see that TorCart(k)1 (�(N j=N j+1);M) = 0 forevery V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-module M . Since K is also V-at,

TorCart(k)2 (�(N j=N j+1);M) = 0
as well. An induction shows that TorCart(k)i (�(N j=N j+1);M) = 0 for all i � 1 andall j = 1; 2; : : : ; s� 1. The statement (i) follows.
Proof of (ii) In the proof of (i) above, replace the ideals N j by FiljN . Thesequence

(FiljN=Filj+1N)
k (K=Fil2K) ��! (FiljN=Filj+1N)
k (L=Fil2L)! (FiljN=Filj+1N)
k (M=Fil2M)! 0
is exact because FiljN=Filj+1N is a at k-module. The rest of the proof of (ii) isthe same as the proof of (i). �Proof of Thm. 2.4.9. Suppose that (M;Fil�M) is a V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. It follows immediately from Thm. 2.4.13 that G := �
Cart(k)M is asmooth formal group. Conversely given any smooth formal group G, M(G) isV-reduced and V-at according to Lemma 2.4.5. By Exer. 2.4.6 (ii), we have afunctorial isomorphism��
Cart(k)M� (k[[X]]+) = lim �n �(k[[X]]+=Xnk[[X]])
Cart(k)M � �M
for each V-at V-reduced left Cart(k)-module M .
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To �nish the proof, it remains to produce a functorial isomorphism

�G : �
Cart(k)M(G) ��! G
for each commutative smooth formal group G. For each nilpotent k-algebra N , wehave a natural map �G;N : �
Cart(k)M(G) ! G such that �G;N : Pi fi 
 hi 7!Pi �hi;N (fi) 2 G(N) in the notation of Cor. 2.3.4, where fi 2 �(N) and hi 2M(G) for each i. The map �G;N factors through the quotient �(N)
Cart(k)M(G)of �(N)
Cart(k) M(G) by 2.3.4 (iv), and gives the desired map

�G;N : �(N)
Cart(k)M(G)! G(N) :
Since both the source and the target of �G are exact and commute with arbitrarydirect sums, to show that �G is an isomorphism for every nilpotent k-algebra Nit su�ces to verify this statement when N2 = (0) and N is isomorphic to k asa k-module. In that case �G;N is the canonical isomorphism M(G)=Fil2M(G) ��!tG. �Exercise 2.4.9. (i) Prove that the equivalence of categories in Thm. 2.4.9 extendsto an equivalence of categories between the category of V-reduced left Cart(k)-modules and the category of functors G : Nilpk ! Ab which are right exact,weakly left exact, and commute with arbitrary direct sums.(ii) Let G : Nilpk ! Ab be a functor which satis�es the conditions in (i)above. Let 0 ! N1 ! N2 ! N3 ! 0 be a short exact sequence of nilpotent k-algebras such that N3 satis�es the condition in 2.4.13 (ii). Prove that the sequence0! G(N1)! G(N2)! G(N3)! 0 is short exact.Exercise 2.4.10. Let M be a V-reduced V-at left Cart(k)-module. Let k0 be acommutative k algebra with 1. Let M 0 = Cart(k0)b
Cart(k)M , de�ned as the com-pletion of the left Cart(k)-module Cart(k0)
Cart(k)M with respect to the �ltrationgiven by the image of Fil�Cart(k0)
Cart(k)M in Cart(k0)
Cart(k)M , endowed withthe induced �ltration.
(i) The pair (M 0;Fil�M) is V-reduced, and k0 
k (M=Fil2M) ��!M 0=Fil2M 0 ask0-modules.
(ii) Prove that there is a canonical isomorphism of functors

�k0
Cart(k)M ��! 
Cart(k0)M 0�k :
In other words, we have a functorial isomorphism

�N : �(N)
Cart(k)M ��! �(N)
Cart(k0)M 0 :
for every nilpotent k0-algebra N , compatible with arrows induced by mor-phisms in Nilpk.
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2.5 Localized Cartier theory
In this section we �x a prime number p. Let k be a commutative ring with 1 overZ(p).
De�nition 2.5.1. Recall from 2.3.2 that every prime number ` 6= p is invertiblein Cart(k). De�ne elements �p and �p;n of the Cartier ring Cart(k) for n 2 N,(n; p) = 1 by

�p = �p;1 = X
(n;p)=1n�1

�(n)n VnFn = Y
` 6=p` prime

�1� 1̀V`F`�

�p;n = 1nVn�pFnIn the above � is the M�obius function on N�1, characterized by the followingproperties: �(mn) = �(m)�(n) if (m;n) = 1, and for every prime number ` wehave �(`) = �1, �(`i) = 0 if i � 2.
Proposition 2.5.2. The following properties hold.
(i) �p2 = �p.
(ii) X

(n;p)=1n�1

�p;n = 1.
(iii) �pVn = 0, Fn�p = 0 for all n with (n; p) = 1.
(iv) �p;n2 = �p;n for all n � 1 with (n; p) = 1.
(v) �p;n �p;m = 0 for all m 6= n with (mn; p) = 1.
(vi) [c] �p = �p [c] and [c] �p;n = �p;n [c] for all c 2 k and all n with (n; p) = 1.
(vii) Fp�p;n = �p;nFp, Vp�p;n = �p;nVp for all n with (n; p) = 1.
Proof. From 2.3.11 (1){(5), one easily deduces that for every prime number ` 6= pwe have

(1� 1̀V`F`)V` = 0 ; F`(1� 1̀V`F`) = 0 ; and(1� 1̀V`F`)2 = (1� 1̀V`F`) :
The statements (i) and (iii) follows. Statement (v) is an easy consequence of (iii).The proof of statement (iv) is an easy computation:

( 1nVn�pFn)2 = 1n2Vn�pFnVn�pFn = 1nVn�pFn :
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By 2.3.11 (4) and (5), the statement (ii) is a consequence of the followingtelescoping identity: X

m�0 1̀m V`m(1� 1̀V`F`)F`m = 1
for any prime number ` 6= p.To prove (vi), observe �rst that [c]�p = �p[c] by 2.3.11 (3); this in turn gives

[c]�p;n = 1nVn[cn]�pFn = 1nVn�p[cn]Fn = �p[c] :
Statement (vii) is a consequence of the fact that both Vp and Fp commutewith all Vn; Fn with (n; p) = 1. �

De�nition 2.5.3. (i) Denote by Cartp(k) the subring �pCart(k)�p of Cart(k).Note that �p is the unit element of Cartp(k).(ii) De�ne elements F; V 2 Cartp(k) by
F = �pFp = Fp�p = �pFp�p ; V = �pVp = Vp�p = �pVp�p :

(iii) For every element c 2 k, denote by hci the element �p[c]�p = �p[c] = [c]�p 2Cartp(k).Exercise 2.5.1. Let E(T ) 2 Q[[T ]] be the power series
E(T ) = Y

n2N(n;p)=1

(1� Tn)�(n)n = exp
0@�Xm�0 T

pmpm
1A :

(i) Verify the second equality in the displayed formula above for E(T ), andprove that all coe�cients of E(T ) lie in Z(p).(ii) Recall that the additive group underlying Cart(k) is a subgroup of k[[X; t]]�by de�nition. Show that for any element x =Pm;n�1 V m[amn]Fn in Cart(k)with amn 2 k for allm;n � 1, the element �px�p is represented by the elementY
m;n�1 E(amnXpmtpn) :

Exercise 2.5.2. Notation as above. Prove that for any left Cart(k)-module M , thesubgroup �p(M) consists of all elements x 2 M such that Fn x = 0 for all n > 1with (n; p) = 1. Elements of M with the above property will be called p-typicalelements.Exercise 2.5.3. Prove the following identities in Cartp(k).
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(1) F hai = hapiF for all a 2 k.
(2) haiV = V hapi for all a 2 k.
(3) hai hbi = habi for all a; b 2 k.
(4) FV = p.
(5) V F = p if and only if p = 0 in k.
(6) Every prime number ` 6= p is invertible in Cartp(k). The prime number p isinvertible in Cartp(k) if and only if p is invertible in k.
(7) V mhaiFm V nhbiFn = pr V m+n�rhapn�rbpm�r iFm+n�r for all a; b 2 k andall m;n 2 N, where r = minfm;ng.

De�nition 2.5.4. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1. Denote by �p theimage of �p in �. In other words, �p is the functor from Nilpk to Ab such that
�p(N) = �(N) � �p

for any nilpotent k-algebra N .
Exercise 2.5.4. Let E(T ) 2 Z(p)[[T ]] be the inverse of the Artin-Hasse exponentialas in 2.5.3.
(i) Prove that for any nilpotent k-algebra N , every element of �p(N) has aunique expression as a �nite productmY

i=0 E(ui tpi)
for some m 2 N, and ui 2 N for i = 0; 1; : : : ;m.

(ii) Prove that �p is a smooth commutative formal group over k.
Proposition 2.5.5. (i) The local Cartier ring Cartp(k) is complete with respectto the decreasing sequence of right ideals V iCartp(k).
(ii) Every element of Cartp(k) can be expressed as a convergent sum in the formX

m;n�0 V mhamniFn ; amn 2 k ; 8m 9Cm > 0 s:t: amn = 0 if n � Cm
in a unique way.
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(iii) The set of all elements of Cartp(k) which can be represented as a convergentsum of the form X

m�0 V mhamiFm ; am 2 k
is a subring of Cartp(k). The map

wp(a) 7!X
m�0 V mhamiFm a = (a0; a1; a2; : : :); ai 2 k 8 i � 0

establishes an isomorphism from the ring of p-adic Witt vectors Wp(k) tothe above subring of Cartp(k).
Proof. Statement (i) and the existence part of statement (ii) are easy and left asan exercises. To prove the uniqueness part of (ii), according to 2.5.1 it su�ces tocheck that if (amn)m;n2N is a family of elements in k such that the in�nite productY

m;n�1 E(amnXpmtpn)
is equal to 1 in k[[X; t]], then amn = 0 for all m;n � 1. This follows from the factthat E(X) � 1 +X (mod (Xp)) :The statement (iii) follows from 2.5.3 (7) and the properties of multiplicationin the ring of p-adic Witt vectors. �

Exercise 2.5.5. Let jp : �p ! � be the homomorphism of smooth commutativeformal groups over k induced by the inclusion map, and let �p : � ! �p be thehomomorphism induced by �p. Let G : Nilpk ! Ab be a functor. The abelian groupHom(�; G) has a natural structure as a left module over Cart(k) = End(�=k)op.(i) Prove that for every homomorphism h 2 Hom(�p; G), the composition h ��p 2 Hom(�; G) is a p-typical element of Hom(�; G).
(ii) Prove that the map h 7! h��p above establishes a bijection from Hom(�p; G)to the set of all p-typical elements in Hom(�; G), whose inverse is given byh0 7! h0 � jp.Exercise 2.5.6. Prove that Cartp(k) is naturally isomorphic to End(�p)op, theopposite ring of the endomorphism ring of End(�p).Exercise 2.5.7. Let k be a commutative algebra over Z(p). Let T be the rightCartp(k)-module Cartp(k)=V Cartp(k).(i) Show that there is a natural isomorphism from T the Lie algebra of thesmooth commutative formal group �p : Nilpk ! Ab.
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(ii) Show that the element xi := the image of F i in T , i = 0; 1; 2; : : :, form ak-basis of T .(iii) The basis xi, i 2 N of the right Cartp(k)-module T de�nes a ring homo-morphism �p : Cartp(k) ! M0

N(k), where M0
N(k) consists of all N � N-matrices (cij)i;j�0 with at most �nitely many non-zero entries in each row,and cij 2 k for all i; j � 0. Let x = Pm;n�0 V mhamniFn be an elementof Cartp(k), amn 2 k for all m;n � 0. The entries �p(u)ij of �p(u) for anelement u 2 Cartp(k) is de�ned by

xi � u =Xj2N �p(u)ij xj 8i 2 N :
Prove that �p(x) is the matrix (cij) whose (i; j)-th entry is given by

cij = X
r�minfi;jg pi�r (ai�r; j�r)prfor all i; j � 0.(iii) Use the formula in (ii) above to give another proof of 2.5.5 (iii).

De�nition 2.5.6. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra.(i) A V-reduced left Cartp(k)-moduleM is a left Cartp(k)-module such that themap V :M !M is injective and the canonical map M ! lim �n (M=V nM) isan isomorphism.(ii) A V-reduced left Cartp(k)-module M is V-at if M=VM is a at k-module.
De�nition 2.5.7. Let I be a set. Denote by Cartp(k)(I) the direct sum of copies ofCartp(k) indexed by I. The completion of the free Cartp(k)-module Cartp(k)(I)with respect to the �ltered family of subgroups V iCartp(k)(I) is a V -reducedCartp(k)-module, denoted by \Cartp(k)(I); we called it the free V -reduced Cartp(k)-module with basis indexed by I.
Lemma 2.5.8. Every element of the subset Cart(k)�p of Cart(k) can be expressedas a convergent sumX

(n;p)=1 Vnxn ; xn 2 Cartp(k) 8n with (n; p) = 1
for uniquely determined elements xn 2 Cartp(k), (n; p) = 1. Conversely everysequence of elements (xn)(n;p)=1 in Cartp(k) de�nes an element of Cart(k)�p:

Cart(k)�p =dM(n;p)=1 Vn � Cartp(k) :
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Proof. For x 2 Cart(k)�p, we have

x = X
(n;p)=1 �p;n � x =

X
(n;p)=1 Vn( 1n�pFnx�p) :On the other hand, suppose that we have P(n;p)=1 Vnxn = 0 and xn 2 Cartp(k)for all n � 1 with (n; p) = 1. For any m � 1 with (m; p) = 1, we have

0 = �p;m � X(n;p)=1 Vnxn = Vmxm
because �pVr = 0 and Frxn = 0 for all r > 1 with (r; p) = 1 and all n � 1with (n; p) = 1. Hence xm = 0 since left multiplication by Vm on Cart(k) isinjective. �

Lemma 2.5.9. Let Mp be a V -reduced Cartp(k)-module. Let Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mpbe the V -adic completion of the tensor product Cart(k)�p
Cartp(k)Mp, de�ned asthe completion of Cart(k)�p
Cartp(k)Mp with respect to the decreasing family ofthe subgroupsImage �FiliCart(k)�p
Cartp(k)Mp ! Cart(k)�p
Cartp(k)Mp�of Cart(k)�p
Cartp(k)Mp.(i) The completed tensor product Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp is the topological directsum dM(n;p)=1 Vn 
Mpof its subgroups Vn 
Mp, (n; p) = 1, so that we have a natural bijection be-tween Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp and the set of sequences (xn)(n;p)=1 of elementsin Mp indexed by positive integers prime to p.(ii) De�ne a decreasing �ltration on the completed tensor product byFilm �Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp�= Image �FilmCart(k)�p 
Mp ! Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp� ;the closure of the image of FilmCart(k)�p
Mp, m � 1. Then the completedtensor product Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp is a V -reduced Cart(k)-module.
(iii) The inclusion map Mp ,! Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp induces an isomorphism

Mp=VMp ��! �Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp� =Fil2 �Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp� :
(iv) There is a canonical isomorphism�p � Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp ��!Mp :from the set of all p-typical elements in Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp to Mp.
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Proof. This Lemma is a corollary of 2.5.8. The isomorphism in (iv) is

�p � ( X(n;p)=1Vn 
 xn) 7! x1 ;
whose inverse is induced by the inclusion. �

Lemma 2.5.10. Let M be a V-reduced left Cart(k) module and let Mp = �pM bethe set of all p-typical elements in M .
(i) The canonical map

dM
(n;p)=1n�1

Mp �! M (2.1)
(xn)(n;p)=1 7! X

(n;p)=1 Vnxn (2.2)
is an isomorphism.

(ii) The canonical map Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp !M is an isomorphism.
Proof. The argument of 2.5.8 proves (i). The statement (ii) follows from (i) and2.5.9.

Combining 2.5.8, 2.5.9 and 2.5.10, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5.11. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1.
(i) There is an equivalence of categories between the category of V-reduced leftCart(k)-modules and the category of V-reduced left Cartp(k)-modules, de�nedas follows.

f V-reduced left Cart(k)-modg � // f V-reduced left Cartp(k)-modgM � // �pMCart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mp Mp�oo

(ii) Let M be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module M , and let Mp be the V-reduced letCartp(k)-moduleMp attached toM as in (i) above. Then there is a canonicalisomorphism M=Fil2M �=Mp=VMp. In particular M is V-at if and only ifMp is V-at. Similarly M is a �nitely generated Cart(k)-module if and onlyif Mp is a �nitely generated Cartp(k)-module.
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The next theorem is the local version of the main theorem of Cartier theory.The main ingredients of the proof occupies 2.5.13{2.5.18.

Theorem 2.5.12. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1. Then there is acanonical equivalence of categories, between the category of smooth commutativeformal groups over k as de�ned in 2.2.7 and the category of V-at V-reduced leftCartp(k)-modules, de�ned as follows.
fsmooth formal groups over kg � // fV-at V-reduced left Cartp(k)-modgG � // Mp(G) = �pHom(�; G)�p
Cartp(k)M M�oo

Lemma 2.5.13. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1. Let �p : Lp ! Mp bea surjective homomorphism V -reduced left Cart(k)-module. Let Kp be the kernelof �p. Let K be the kernel of
id
 �p : Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Lp ! Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)Mpwith the induced �ltration.(i) The Cartp(k)-module Kp is V-reduced.(ii) The pair (K;Fil�K) is the V-reduced left Cart(k)-module which correspondsto Kp under Thm. 2.5.11.(iii) The sequence 0 ! V iK=V i+1M ! V iL=V i+1L ! V iM=V i+1M ! 0 isshort exact for every i � 0.Proof. The argument of 2.4.11 works here as well.

Corollary 2.5.14. Let Mp be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Then there exists anexact sequence
� � � @i+1���! Li @i�! Li�1 @i�1���! � � � @1�! L0 @0�!Mp ! 0

of Cartp(k) modules such that Li is a free V -reduced left Cartp(k)-module, andinduces an exact sequence on each V -adically graded piece.
De�nition 2.5.15. (1) A torsion right Cartp(k)-module Q is a right Cartp(k)-module such that for every x 2 Q, there exists a natural number n � 0 suchthat x � V n = 0.(2) Let M be a V -reduced left Cartp(k)-module. Let Q be a torsion rightCart(k)-module. Let L� be a resolution ofM by free V -reduced left Cartp(k)-modules as in 2.5.14. De�ne TorCartp(k)i (Q;M), i � 0, by

TorCartp(k)i (Q;M) = Hi(Q
Cartp(k) L�) :
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Exercise 2.5.8. (i) Show that the continuous torsion functors TorCart(k)� (Q;M)are well-de�ned.(ii) Let Q be a torsion right Cartp(k)-module and let \Cartp(k)(I) be a free V -reduced left Cartp(k)-module with basis indexed by a set I. Prove that

Q
Cartp(k) \Cartp(k)(I)
is naturally isomorphic to Q(I), the direct sum of copies of the abelian groupQ indexed by I.(iii) Show that for any V -reduced left Cartp(k)-module M and any short exactsequence 0! Q1 ! Q2 ! Q3 ! 0of torsion right Cartp(k)-modules, one has a long exact sequence consistingof the abelian groups TorCartp(k)i (Qj ;M).(iv) Show that for any torsion right Cartp(k)-module Q and any short exactsequence 0!M1 !M2 !M3 ! 0 of V -reduced left Cartp(k)-modules, onehas a long exact sequence consisting of the abelian groups TorCartp(k)i (Q;Mj).(v) Show that for any torsion right Cartp(k)-module Q and any V-reduced leftCartp(k)-module M , the continuous tensor product

Q
Cartp(k)M := TorCartp(k)0 (Q;M)
is naturally isomorphic to Q
Cartp(k)M .Remark 2.5.16. Let Q be a torsion right Cart(k)-module.(i) The canonical maps

Q
Cart(k) (Cart(k)�p)! Q
Cart(k)(Cart(k)�p)! Q�pare isomorphisms of torsion right Cartp(k)-modules; denote these canonicallyisomorphic right Cartp(k)-modules by Qp.(ii) The subset Q�p of Q, the image of right multiplication by �p on Q, consistsof all elements x 2 Q such that x � Vn = 0 for all n � 2 with (n; p) = 1.
Proposition 2.5.17. Let Q be a torsion right Cart(k)-module, and let M be a V-reduced left Cart(k)-module. Let Qp = Q
Cart(k)Cart(k)�p. Let Mp = �pM be theV -reduced left Cartp(k)-module consisting of all p-typical elements in M .(i) The canonical map

Qp 
Cartp(k) Mp = �Q
Cart(k)Cart(k)�p�
Cartp(k) Mp �! Q
Cart(k)Mis an isomorphism.
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(ii) For all i � 0 the canonical map

TorCartp(k)i (Qp;Mp) �! TorCart(k)i (Q;M)
is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since Q is a torsion right Cart(k)-module, the canonical map
Q
Cart(k) �Cart(k)�p 
Cartp(k) �pM� �! Q
Cart(k) �Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)�pM�

is an isomorphism, and (i) follows from the associativity of tensor product. Toprove (ii), let L� ! M be a resolution of M by free V-reduced left Cart(k)-modules. Then �pL� ! �pM = Mp is a resolution of Mp by free V-reduced leftCartp(k)-modules. By (i) the natural map
Qp 
Cartp(k) �pL� ��! Q
Cart(k)M

is an isomorphism of chain complexes, and the statement (ii) follows. �

Theorem 2.5.18. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1. Let N be a nilpotentk-algebra. Let Mp be a V-reduced left Cartp(k)-module. Let M = Cart(k)�pb
Mp.
(i) The canonical map

�p(N)
Cartp(k) Mp �! �(N)
Cart(k)M
is an isomorphism.

(ii) Assume either that Mp is V-at, or that N has a �nite decreasing �ltration
N = Fil1N � Fil2N � � � � � FilsN = (0)

by ideals of N such that (FiljN)2 � Filj+1N and FiljN=Filj+1N is a atk-module for j = 1; : : : ; s� 1. Then
TorCartp(k)i (Qp;Mp) �= TorCart(k)i (Q;M) = (0) 8 i � 1 :

Proof. The statement (i) is a corollary of 2.5.17 (i). The statement (ii) followsfrom 2.5.17 (ii) and Thm. 2.4.13. �

Proof of Thm. 2.5.12. Theorem 2.5.12 follows from Thm. 2.5.18, Thm.2.5.11 and Thm. 2.4.9. �

Theorem 2.5.19. Let k be a commutative Z(p)-algebra with 1.
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(i) Let M be a V -reduced left Cartp(k)-module. Assume that there is a family

fxi jxi 2M8 i 2 Ig
of elements in M indexed by a set I such that M=VM is a free k-modulewith basis fxi j i 2 Ig, where xi denotes the image of xi in M=VM . Then
M =

8>><>>:
X
m�0i2I

V m hamiixi
��������

(i) ami 2 k 8m � 0 ; 8 i 2 I(ii) 8m 9 a �nite subset Jm � I s.t.ami = 0 or if i =2 Jm
9>>=>>;

In other words, every element of M can be written in the formX
m�0i2I

V m hamiixi
satisfying the conditions in the displayed formula above, in a unique way.

(ii) Notation and assumption as in (i) above. There exists uniquely determinedelements ami j 2 k, with (m; i; j) 2 N� I � I such that
F � xi = X

m2Nj2I
V m hami jixj ; 8 i 2 I 8m 2 N ;

and for each m � 0 and each i 2 I, ami j = 0 for all j outside a �nite subsetof I.
(iii) Let �mi j 2 Wp(k) be a family of elements in Wp(k) indexed by N � I � Isuch that for each m � 0 and each i 2 I, there exists a �nite subset Jmi � Isuch that �mi j = 0 for all j =2 Jmi. Then the Cartp(k)-module N de�ned bythe short exact sequence Cartp(k)-modules

0 // L1 = \Cartp(k)(I)  // L2 = \Cartp(k)(I) // N // 0
fi � // F ei �Pm;j V m�mi jejei � // yi

is V-reduced. Here ffi j i 2 Ig, fei j i 2 Ig are the bases of the two free V-reduced left Cartp(k)-modules L1, L2 respectively. Moreover the image of theelements fyi j i 2 Ig in N=V N form a k-basis of N=V N .
Proof. The statement (i) follows from the de�nition of V-reduced left Cartp(k)-modules, and (ii) follows from (i).
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To prove (iii), it su�ces to show that the sequence in the displayed formulainduces an exact sequence

0 �! L1=V L1  �! L2=V L2 �! N=V N �! 0of k-modules, and the elements (yi)i2I form a k-basis of N=V N . Here we used theconvention that yi denotes the image of yi in N=V N ; the same convention willbe used for L1=V L1 and L2=V L2. Recall that a typical element !p(c) 2 Wp(k)is identi�ed with the element Pm�0 V mhcmiFm of Cartp(k). For i; j 2 I, letaij = w0(�0 i j) 2 k, so that �0 i j � !p(aij ; 0; 0; : : :) 2 V (Wp(k)). We know that
L1=V L1 = M

n2N; i2I Fnfi ; L2=V L2 = M
n2N; i2I Fnei

 � X
n�0; i2I bni Fnfi

� = X
n�0; j2I

 bn�1;j �Xi2I bniapni;j
!Fnej :

The desired conclusion follows from an easy calculation. �

Remark 2.5.20. In the situation of 2.5.19 (i), (ii), we have a short exact sequenceof V -reduced left Cartp(k)-modules
0 // L1 = \Cartp(k)(I) // L2 = \Cartp(k)(I) // M // 0

fi � // F ei �Pm;j V mhami jiejei � // xiThe family of equations Fxi =Pm;j V mhami jixj , i 2 I, are called the structuralequations of M for the generators fxi j i 2 Ig.
Proposition 2.5.21. Let Mp be a V-reduced V-at left Cartp(k)-module. Let k0be a commutative k algebra with 1. Let M 0p be the V-adic completion of the leftCartp(k0)-module Cartp(k0)
Cartp(k) Mp.(i) The Cartp(k0)-module M 0 is V-reduced, and k0
k (M=VM) ��!M 0=VM 0 ask0-modules.(ii) For every nilpotent k0-algebra N , there is a canonical isomorphism�p(N)
Cartp(k)Mp ��! �p(N)
Cartp(k0)M 0p :
(iii) Suppose that fxi j i 2 Ig is a family of elements in Mp such that fxi j i 2Ig form a k-basis of M=VM . Let Fxi = Pm�0; j2I V mhamijixj. i 2 I bethe structural equation of M w.r.t. the generators fxi j i 2 Ig. Then theseequations are also the structural equations of M 0 for the generators f1 
xi j i 2 Ig.Proof. Exercise. �
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2.5.22 Exercises.Exercise 2.5.9. Prove that the equivalence of categories in Thm. 2.5.12 extends toan equivalence of categories between the category of V-reduced V-at left Cartp(k)-modules and the category of functorsG : Nilpk ! Ab which are right exact, weaklyleft exact, and commute with in�nite direct sums.Exercise 2.5.10. Prove that the left ideal Cart(k)�p of Cart(k) consists of all ele-ments x 2 Cart(k) such that xVn = 0 for all n � 2 with (n; p) = 1. (Hint: Provethat x � (1� �p) 2 FilmCart(k) = 0 for all m � 1. Or, use Exer. 2.3.6.)Exercise 2.5.11. Let x be an element of Cart(k).
(i) Prove that x � �p = 0 if and only if x lies in the closure of the sum of leftideals P(n;p)=1 Cart(k)Fn. (Hint: Use 2.3.6.)(ii) Prove that �p �x = 0 if and only if x lies in the convergent sum of right idealsP(n;p)=1 VnCart(k).Exercise 2.5.12. Prove that �pCart(k) consists of all elements of the formX

i;j�0(n;p)=1

V ihai;j;niF jFn
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) ai;j;n 2 k 8 i; j � 0, 8n � 1 with (n; p) = 1,
(ii) 8i � 0, 9Ci > 0 s.t. ai;j;n = 0 if j > Ci or n > Ci.In other words, �pCart(k) is the V -adic completion of the discrete direct sum of thefree Cartp(k)-modules Cartp(k) � Fn, where n ranges through all positive integersprime to p.Exercise 2.5.13. Show that the canonical maps

Cart(k)�pb
Cartp(k)�pCart(k) �! Cart(k)�pCart(k)
Cartp(k) �pCart(k) �! Cartp(k)
are isomorphisms.Exercise 2.5.14. Let S be a subset of the set of all prime numbers, and letZS = Z[ 1̀ ]`=2S be the subring of Q generated by Z and all prime numbers ` =2 S.Generalize the results in this section to the case when the base ring k is a com-mutative algebra over ZS with 1.Exercise 2.5.15. Assume that k is a �eld of characteristic p. LetM be a V-reducedleft Cartp(k)-module such that dimk(M=VM) = 1. Let e 2M be an element ofMsuch that e =2 VM , so thatM = Cartp(k) �e. Suppose that Fe =Pm�n V mhamie,with am 2 k for all m � n, and an 6= 0.
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(i) Suppose that there exists an element b 2 k such that bpn+1�1 = an. Provethat there exists a generator x of M such that Fx� V nx 2 V n+1M . (Hint:Use a generator of the form hcie.)
(ii) Assume that k is perfect and there exists an element b 2 k such thatbpn+1�1 = an. Prove that there exists a generator y of M such that Fy =V ny.

Exercise 2.5.16. Let k be a �eld of characteristic p. For i = 1; 2, let
Mi = Cartp(k)=Cartp(k) � (F � X

m�ni V mhaimi) ;where aim 2 k for all m � ni, and n1; n2 are natural numbers. If n1 6= n2, provethat M1 and M2 are not isomorphic.Exercise 2.5.17. Let r � 1 be a positive integer, and let q = pr. De�ne formalpower series f(X) 2 Q[[X]] and g(X;Y ) 2 Q[[X;Y ]] by
f(X) = X

n�0 X
qnpn

g(X;Y ) = f�1(f(X) + f(Y )) :
It is well-known that g(X;Y ) 2 Z(p)[[X;Y ]] is a one-dimensional formal group law,a special case of the Lubin-Tate formal group law. The formal group law g(X;Y )de�nes a smooth commutative formal group G : NilpZ(p) ! Ab. By de�nition, theCart(Z(p))-module M attached to G is G(Z(p)[[X]]+) = Z(p)[[X]]+. Let  be theelement of M corresponding to X 2 Z(p)[[X]]+
(i) Prove that  is a p-typical element of M . (Hint: Change the base ring fromZ(p) to Q.)(ii) Prove that Mp := �pM is generated by .

(iii) Prove that F �  = V r�1 � .
(iv) Prove that End(G) = Z(p).Exercise 2.5.18. Let k be a perfect �eld of characteristic p. Let n be a naturalnumber. Prove that Cartp(k)=Cartp(k) � (F � V n) is a free Wp(k)-module of rankn+ 1.Exercise 2.5.19. Let n � 0 be a natural number. Let k be a �eld of characteristicp. Let M = Cartp(k)=Cartp(k) � (F � V n).(i) If n = 0, show that M is a free Wp(k)-module of rank one.
(ii) Suppose that n � 1, c 2 k. Prove that (V jhciF j) �M � pM if j � 2.
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(iii) Prove that M is not a free Wp(k)-module if n � 1 and k is not perfect.
Exercise 2.5.20. Notation as in 2.5.19. Let k1 be the �nite sub�eld of k consistingof all elements x 2 k such that xpn+1 = x. Let Card(k1) = pr.
(i) Show that rjn+ 1.
(ii) Show that EndCart(k)(M) is a Wp(k1)-module of rank (n+ 1).
(iii) Let D = EndCart(k)(M)
Zp Qp. Prove that Dp is a division algebra.
(iv) Prove that the center of D is a totally rami�ed extension of degree e = n+1r ,isomorphic to Qp[T ]=(T e � p).
(v) Find the Brauer invariant of the division algebra D with center E.
2.6 Appendix: Witt vectors
In this appendix we explain the basic properties of the ring fW of universal Wittvectors and the ring Wp of p-adic Witt vectors. Both are ring schemes over Z, andWp is a factor of fW over Zp.
De�nition 2.6.1. The universal Witt vector group fW is de�ned as the functor fromthe category of all commutative algebras with 1 to the category of abelian groupssuch that fW (R) = 1 + T R[[T ]] � R[[T ]]�
for every commutative ring R with 1. It turns out that the fW has a naturalstructure as a ring scheme. When we regard a formal power series 1+Pm�1 um Tmin R[[T ]] as an element of fW (R), we use the notation !(1 +Pm�1 um Tm). It iseasy to see that every element of fW (R) has a unique expression as

!
0@Ym�1 (1� am Tm)

1A :
Hence fW is isomorphic to Spec Z[x1; x2; x3; : : :] as a scheme; the R-valued pointsuch that xi 7! ai is denoted by !(a), where a is short for (a1; a2; a3; : : :). In otherwords, !(a) = !(Qm�1 (1� am Tm))
De�nition 2.6.2. The ring structure of fW is given by

!(1� a Tm) � !(1� b Tn) = ! �� 1� anr bmr T mnr �r� ; where r = (m;n) :
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Exercise 2.6.1. (i) Prove that the recipe above for multiplication indeed de�nesa ring structure on fW . In other words, prove that

(!(1� a1 Tn1) � !(1� a2 Tn2)) � !(1� a3 Tn3) =!(1� a1 Tn1) � (!(1� a2 Tn2) � !(1� a3 Tn3))
for any elements a1; a2; a3 2 R and any n1; n2; n3 � 1.

(ii) Show that ring structure on fW is uniquely determined by the requirementthat !(1� a T ) � !(1� b T ) = !(1� ab T )for every commutative ring R and all elements a; b 2 R.Remark 2.6.3. The group scheme fW has a decreasing �ltration �FilnfW�n�1,where FilnfW (R) = !(1 + TnR[[T ]]) � fW (R) :
In terms of the coordinates in x2.6.1, FilnfW (R) consists of all R-valued pointssuch that the coordinates x1; : : : ; xn�1 vanish. For every n, FilnfW (R) is an idealof fW (R). This W (R) is complete with respect to this �ltration, and the addition,multiplication, and the operator Fn; Vn de�ned in 2.6.5 below are continuous withrespect to this �ltration; see (2.6.3) (9).
De�nition 2.6.4. There is a homomorphism of ring schemes

ghost : fW �! 1Y
m=1 A1 = Spec k[ ~w1; ~w2; ~w3; : : :] ;

where the target has the standard ring scheme structure. The coordinates of themap \ghost" are ~wm(a) =Xdjm d � am=dd :
Equivalently if we identify an R-valued point r of Spec k[ ~w1; ~w2; ~w3; : : :] with thepower series 1 +P1m=1 rm Tm 2 R[[T ]] for a commutative ring R, then the mapghost on fW is induced by the operator �t ddt log:

ghost(!
0@Ym�1 (1� am Tm)

1A) = X
m�1

X
d�1 madm Tmd = X

m�1 ~wm(a)Tm :
Exercise 2.6.2. Prove that the map ghost is a homomorphism of ring schemes overZ, and is an isomorphism over Q.
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De�nition 2.6.5. There are two families of endomorphisms of the group scheme fW :Vn and Fn, n 2 N�1. Also for each commutative ring R with 1 and each elementc 2 R we have an endomorphism [c] of fW �Spec Z Spec R. They are de�ned asfollows Vn : !(f(T )) 7! !(f(Tn))

Fn : !(f(T )) 7! P�2�n !(f(� T 1n )) ( formally )
[c] : !(f(T )) 7! !(f(cT ))

The formula for Fn(!(f(T ))) means that Fn(!(f(T ))) is de�ned as the uniqueelement such that Vn(Fn(!(f(T )))) =P�2�n !(f(� T )) :Exercise 2.6.3. Prove the following statements.
(1) Vn(!(1 � a Tm)) = !(1 � a Tmn), Fn(!(1 � a Tm)) = ! ��1� anr T mr

�r� ,8 m;n � 1, where r = (m;n).
(2) Fn Fm = Fmn, Vm Vn = Vmn , 8 m;n � 1.
(3) Vn Fm = Fm Vn if (m;n) = 1.
(4) Fn Vn = n, i.e. Fn Vn !(1� am Tm) = !((1� am Tm)n) for all m;n � 1.
(5) Let p be a prime number. Then Vp Fp = p on fW (R) if p = 0 in R. Converselyif Vp(1) = Vp(Fp(1)) = p, then p = 0 in R. (Hint: For the \only if" part,show that Vp Fp !(1� T ) = !(1� T p).)
(6) Fn is a ring homomorphism on fW for all n � 1. (Hint: Either verify thisstatement for the set of topological generators !(1�am Tm), or use the ghostcoordinates.)
(7) x � (Vn y) = Vn(Fn(x) � y) for all x; y 2 fW (R).
(8) If a positive integer N is invertible in R, then N is also invertible in W (R).
(9) We have Vn(FilmfW ) � FilmnfW , Fn(FilmfW ) � Fildmn efW , and FilmfW �FilnfW � Filmax(m;n)fW for all m;n � 1.
(10) For all c 2 R, all m;n � 1 and all x 2 fW (R), we have

~wm([c](x)) = cm ~wm(x); ~wm(Fn(x)) = ~wmn(x);
and ~wm(Vn(x)) = � n ~wmn if njm0 if n 6 jm
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Exercise 2.6.4. Let R be a commutative ring with 1.(i) Show that every endomorphism � of the group scheme fW over R is deter-mined by the element �R[X](1�XT ) 2 fW (R[X]).
(ii) Prove that every element � 2 EndR(fW ) can be expressed as an in�nite seriesin the form X

m;n�1 Vm [amn]Fn
with amn 2 R for all m;n � 1, and for every m there exists Cm � 0 suchthat amn = 0 if n � Cm. The elements amn 2 R are uniquely determinedby the endomorphism �, and every family of elements famng in R satisfyingthe above condition gives an endomorphism of fW .

De�nition 2.6.6. Over Z(p) we de�ne a projector
�p := X

(n;p)=1
�(n)n Vn Fn =Y` 6=p

�1� 1̀V` F`� ;
where ` runs through all prime numbers not equal to p. Note that the factors(1� 1̀V` F`) commute.Exercise 2.6.5. Prove that(i) (1� 1̀V` F`)V` = 0 = F`(1� 1̀V` F`) for all prime number ` 6= p. (Use 2.6.3(4).)(ii) (1� 1̀V`F`)2 = 1� 1̀V`F`.(iii) �p � V` = 0 = F` � �p 8 ` 6= p.(iv) �2p = �p.
De�nition 2.6.7. Denote by Wp the image of �p, i.e. Wp(R) := �p(fW (R)) for ev-ery Z(p)-algebra R. Equivalently, Wp(R) is the intersection of the kernels Ker(F`)of the operators F` on fW (R), where ` runs through all prime numbers di�er-ent from p. The functor Wp has a natural structure as a ring-valued functorinduced from that of fW ; see Exer. 2.6.6 (3); it is represented by the schemeSpec Z(p)[y0; y1; y2; : : : ; yn; : : :] according to the computation below.For every Z(p)-algebra R and every sequence of elements am 2 R, we have

�p
0@!

0@Ym�1 (1� am Tm)
1A1A = �p

0@!
0@Yn�0 (1� apn T pn)

1A1A
= !

0@Yn�0 E(apn T pn)
1A ;
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where

E(X) = Y
(n;p)=1 (1�Xn)�(n)n = exp

0@�Xn�0 X
pnpn
1A 2 1 +XZ(p)[[X]]

is the inverse of the classical Artin-Hasse exponential. It follows that the map
1Y
0 R 3 (c0; c1; c2; : : :) 7! ! 1Y

n=0 E(cn T pn)
! 2Wp(R) = �p(fW (R))

establishes a bijection between Q10 R and Wp(R). Denote the element
!( 1Yn=0 E(cn T pn)) 2Wp(R)

by !p(c). We have shown that the functor R 7! Wp(R) is represented by thescheme Spec k[y0; y1; y2; : : :], such that the element !p(c) has coordinates c =(c0; c1; c2; : : :).The ghost coordinates on fW simpli�es greatly when restricted to Wp. Mostof them vanish: ~wm(!p(c)) = 0 if m is not a power of p for all c. Let wn(c) =~wpn(!p(c)) for all n � 0. Then
wn(c) = nX

i=0 pn�i cpin�i ;
and ghost(!p(c)) =P1n=0 wn(c)T pn . For each n the map !p(c) 7! (wn(c))n is ahomomorphism of ring schemes Wp �!Q10 A1. The endomorphism Vp; Fp of thegroup scheme fW induces endomorphisms V; F of the group scheme Wp. ClearlyV (!p(c0; c1; c2; : : :)) = !p(0; c1; c2; : : :) for all c.
Exercise 2.6.6. Verify the following statements.
(1) �p(1) � x = �p(x) for all x 2 fW (R). (Hint: Use 2.6.3 (7).)
(2) �p(1) = !(E(T )), �p(1) � �p(1) = �p(1)
(3) �p(x � y) = �p(x) � �p(y) for all x; y 2 fW (R). Hence Wp(R) is a subring offW (R) whose unit element is �p(1).(4) F V = p on Wp(R).(5) V F = p on Wp(R) if p = 0 in R. Conversely if V (1) = V (F (1)) = p thenp = 0 in R. (Hint: For the \only if" part, show that V F (1) = !(E(T p)),while p = !(E(T )p).
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(6) V (Fx � y) = x � V y for all x; y 2Wp(R).
(7) F (xy) = F (x) � F (y) for all x; y 2Wp(R).
(8) F (!p(c0; c1; c2; : : :)) = !p(cp0; cp1; cp2; : : :) if p = 0 in R and ci 2 R for all R.
(9) For each a 2 R, let hai := !p(a; 0; 0; 0; : : :) = !(E(cT )). Then

hai � !p(c) = !p(ac0; apc1; ap2c2; : : :)
for all c.

(10) wn � F = wn+1 for all n � 0, and
wn � V = � pwn�1 if n � 10 if n = 0

(11) F hai = hapi for any a 2 R.
Exercise 2.6.7. The group scheme W has a decreasing �ltration FilnW , n � 0de�ned by FilnW = V nW (R), that is FilnW (R) consists of all elements of theform !p(c) such that ci = 0 for all i < n. Verify the following properties of this�ltration.
(i) For each commutative ring R over Z(p), the ring Wp(R) is complete withrespect to the �ltration Fil�Wp(R).
(ii) For each n � 0, FilnWp(R) is an ideal of Wp(R).
(iii) V (FilnWp(R)) � Filn+1Wp(R) for all n � 0.
(iv) F (FilnWp(R)) � Filn�1Wp(R) for all n � 0.
Exercise 2.6.8. Show that the universal polynomials de�ning the ring law for Wpall have coe�cients in Z, therefore the ring scheme Wp over Z(p) has a canonicalextension to Z.Exercise 2.6.9. Suppose that p = 0 in R. Prove that the ideal V Wp(R) is generatedby p if and only if R is perfect; i.e. the Frobenius map x 7! xp for R is surjective.Exercise 2.6.10. Suppose that k is a perfect �eld of characteristic p. Prove thatW (k) is a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal V W (k) = pW (k)and residue �eld k.
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2.6.8 Rami�ed Witt vectorsLet O is a complete discrete valuation ring such that the residue �eld is a �nite�eld with q elements. Let � be a uniformizing element of O. The ring scheme oframi�ed Witt vectors W� is similar to the p-adic Witt vectors, but the formalcompletion of Gm is replaced by the Lubin-Tate formal group. More precisely, therole of the logarithm of the Artin-Hasse exponential is played by the power seriesf�(X) := Pn�0 Xqn�n in (2.2.10). Let E�(X) = f�1� (X), the inverse of f�(X);E�(X) has coe�cients in O. One can show that there exist polynomials gi(u; v),i = 0; 1; 2; : : :, where u = (u0; u1; u2; : : :), v = (v0; v1; v2; : : :), such thatX��

m�0 E�(um T qm) + X��
m�0 E�(vm T qm) = X��

i�0 E�(gi(u; v))T qi :
The above family of polynomials gi(u; v) de�nes a group law on A1, denoted byW�, called the rami�ed Witt vectors for (O; �). The phantom coordinates are

w�;n(u) := nX
i=0 �n�i uqin�i; n � 0 :

Each w�;n de�nes a group homomorphism from W� to Ga. Moreover there is acanonical ring scheme structure on W� such that each w�;n is a ring homomor-phism from W� to A1.
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